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From: Paul Allen, CFP, MS | President, Wealth Strategies Partners <paul@wealthstrategiespartners.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2021 2:00 PM
To:
Subject: ADV: Financial planning options for long term care
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The Forbes ranking of Best-In-State Wealth Advisors, developed by SHOOK Research, is based 
on an algorithm of qualitative criteria, mostly gained through telephone and in-person due 
diligence interviews, and quantitative data. Those advisors that are considered have a minimum 
of seven years of experience, and the algorithm weights factors like revenue trends, assets 
under management, compliance records, industry experience and those that encompass best 
practices in their practices and approach to working with clients. Portfolio performance is not a 
criteria due to varying client objectives and lack of audited data. Out of approximately 32,725 
nominations, more than 5,000 advisors received the award. This ranking is not indicative of an 
advisor's future performance, is not an endorsement, and may not be representative of individual 
clients' experience. Neither Raymond James nor any of its Financial Advisors or RIA firms pay a 
fee in exchange for this award/rating. Raymond James is not affiliated with Forbes or Shook 
Research, LLC. Please visit https://www.forbes.com/best-in-state-wealth-advisors for more info.  

Life Insurance policies have exclusions and/or limitations. The cost and availability of life 
insurance depend on factors such as age, health and the type and amount of insurance 
purchased. As with most financial decisions, there are expenses associated with the purchase of 
life insurance. Policies commonly have mortality and expense charges. In addition if a policy is 
surrendered prematurely, there may be surrender charges and income tax implications. 
Guarantees are based on the claims paying ability of the insurance company.  

The information contained within this commercial email has been obtained from sources 
considered reliable, but we do not guarantee the foregoing material is accurate or complete. 

The information has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but we do not 
guarantee that the foregoing material is accurate or complete, and does not constitute as a 
recommendation. Any opinions expressed are those of Paul Allen, and not necessarily those of 
Raymond James. Raymond James does not provide tax or legal services. Please discuss these 
matters with the appropriate professional. There is no guarantee that these statements, opinions 
or forecasts provided herein will prove to be correct. Keep in mind that there is no assurance 
that any strategy will ultimately be successful or profitable nor protect against a loss. Investing 
involves risk, past performance may not be indicative of future results. The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average (DJIA), commonly know as “The Dow”, is and index representing 30 stocks of 
companies maintained and reviewed by the editors of the Wall Street Journal. Indices are not 
available for direct investment. 

Securities offered through Raymond James Financial Services, Inc. member FINRA/SIPC. 
Investment Advisory services offered through Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc. 
Wealth Strategies Partners is not a registered broker/dealer and is independent of Raymond 
James Financial Services, Inc.  

Please visit https://www.raymondjames.com/legal-disclosures/social-media-disclaimer-icd for 
Additional Risk and Disclosure Information. Raymond James does not accept private client 
orders or account instructions by email. This email: (a) is not an official transaction confirmation 
or account statement; (b) is not an offer, solicitation, or recommendation to transact in any 
security; (c) is intended only for the addressee; and (d) may not be retransmitted to, or used by, 
any other party. This email may contain confidential or privileged information; please delete 
immediately if you are not the intended recipient. Raymond James monitors emails and may be 
required by law or regulation to disclose emails to third parties.  

Investment products are: Not deposits. Not FDIC or NCUA Insured. Not guaranteed by the 
financial institution. Subject to risk. May Lose Value.  

This may constitute a commercial email message under the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. If you do 
not wish to receive marketing or advertising related email messages from us, please reply to this 
message with “unsubscribe” in your response. You will continue to receive emails from us 
related to servicing your account(s).  

Copyright © 2020 Raymond James Financial Services, Inc., Member FINRA / SIPC | Privacy 
policy. All Rights Reserved. 
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Unsubscribe 

Wealth Strategies Partners 5500 Maryland Way Brentwood, Tennessee 37027 United States (615) 457-3781 

  

 


